Extensive efforts to understand the molecular underpinnings of medulloblastoma [1][2][3][4][5][6][7] are driven by the desire to develop rational, targeted therapies that will increase survival rates, and diminish the considerable complications of radiotherapy and cytotoxic chemotherapy 8 . The development of targeted therapy for medulloblastoma has been hampered by the relative paucity of somatic single nucleotide variants (SNV), the low tumour incidence compared to adult epithelial malignancies, and the existence of four distinct molecular subgroups (Shh, Wnt, Group 3, and Group 4) 9,10 . The common practice in paediatric oncology is for novel agents to be tested in phase I and/or phase II trials that enroll children previously treated with radiotherapy and cytotoxic chemotherapy. The majority of basic and translational research on the biology of medulloblastoma makes use of samples or models of medulloblastoma that have not been exposed to prior anti-tumour therapies. There are very few genomic studies on recurrent medulloblastoma, as recurrent disease is nearly universally fatal, and surgery at the time of recurrence is associated with significant morbidity and discomfort 11 . The current clinical pathway in which new agents are tested at recurrence is therefore based on the unsubstantiated premise that the recurrent tumour is biologically and genetically highly similar to the tumour at diagnosis, and therefore well represented by tumour models derived from pre-treatment tissue samples.
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Recent genomic approaches in liquid cancers (frequently rebiopsied) have suggested that the tumour genome at the time of recurrence is divergent from the genome at diagnosis [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , as seen in some solid cancers [18] [19] [20] . Critical and careful examination of human cancer xenografts clearly demonstrates clonal evolution [21] [22] [23] , even in the absence of therapy. Almost all medulloblastoma research to evaluate novel agents has been carried out with cell lines or xenografts derived from naive biopsies, or mouse models in which the experimental therapy is provided at diagnosis (not after standard therapy). Successful phase I or phase II trials of novel agents are uncommon in paediatric oncology, particularly for targeted agents, and almost completely non-existent for medulloblastoma. We hypothesized that recurrent medulloblastoma is highly genetically divergent from patient matched pre-therapy disease, current experimental models fail to model recurrent disease, and that genetic divergence with loss of targets at recurrence could account for the lack of success seen in clinical trials.
A mouse model of recurrent Shh meduloblastoma
To develop an in vivo, functional genomic, 'humanized' mouse model of recurrent medulloblastoma we studied Ptch +/− mice that have transposition of the Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposon in the Math1 compartment of the developing cerebellum (Ptch +/− /Math1-SB11/T2Onc or T2Onc2). These mice have a high penetrance and short latency to develop metastatic sonic hedgehog (Shh) medulloblastoma 7, 24 . To accurately model recurrent medulloblastoma, we performed subtotal tumour removal for 38 Ptch +/− /Math1-SB11/T2Onc or T2Onc2 mice. (Extended Data Fig. 1a ). Standard therapy for children with metastatic medulloblastoma includes multi-fractionated image guided craniospinal irradiation (CSI) to 36 Gy over four weeks. After surgery, mice received 18 fractions (2 Gy each) of CSI over four weeks. To selectively target the central nervous system (CNS) and to spare targeting non-CNS tissues, we used two-dimensional (2D) fluoroscopic images (Extended Data Fig. 1b ) and three-dimensional (3D) volumetric conebeam CT (computed tomography) images (Fig. 1a) . After completion of therapy, mice were monitored for tumour recurrence. The combination of microsurgical resection followed by image guided fractionated CSI allows us to accurately mimic the therapy given to children with medullo blastoma. Using an intent-to-treat analysis, mice treated with surgery and CSI have an increased medulloblastoma-free survival compared to untreated controls (Fig. 1b) , median survival is 118 days for the treated group, and 5 days for the control group. However, 11/18 (61%) of treated mice developed local and/or metastatic relapse (Extended Data Fig. 1c) .
Article reSeArcH will produce a characteristic pattern of Sleeping Beauty insertion site frequency, with driver-initiating insertions being most frequent. Results from this strategy predict driver events that show a cancer pathway enrichment, replicate the lack of overlap between events important for primary tumorigenesis versus those at recurrence, and identify loss of function of Trp53 as a key event in the pathogenesis of recurrence (Supplementary Table 1b and Supplementary Note).
Clonal transposon insertions in Trp53, Arid1b and Tcf4 are distributed across the coding region of genes and are predicted to result in loss of function (Extended Data Fig. 1e ) 26, 27 . End-point PCR for Trp53 insertions shows that they are highly clonal in the recurrences, and either absent or present in a subclone of the matched primary tumours (Extended Data Fig. 1f) . Similarly, driver events predicted by our complementary computational method that are clonally prominent at diagnosis are reduced at recurrence, while events prominent at recurrence are not seen at diagnosis (Supplementary Table 1c ). We conclude that medulloblastoma recurrences have undergone substantial genetic divergence, possibly due to clonal selection secondary to surgery and radiation.
Humans with germline mutations in TP53 develop Li-Fraumeni syndrome and are at increased risk of developing medulloblastoma. Somatic mutations of TP53 are also found in sporadic human medulloblastomas 28 . Human Shh medulloblastomas with mutations in TP53 are almost always fatal, as they fail to respond to current therapies including radiation 28 . Similarly, we find that animals whose recurrence contains a clonally selected Trp53 insertion (gCIS), exhibit a worse prognosis (Extended Data Fig. 1g ). In our model, driver Trp53 insertions are not clonal at diagnosis, but become clonal at recurrence (Supplementary Table 1c) . We observe decreased expression of the TP53 transcriptional target p21 in recurrent medulloblastomas with gCIS in Trp53, indicating loss of function (Extended Data Fig. 2a ).
To further demonstrate the consequence of defective p53 signalling on the therapeutic outcome after radiation in vivo, we studied a Drosophila neuronal brain tumour model, in which we expressed the oncogene dpn using insc-Gal4 in the neural stem cell lineage 29 . Treating the third instar larvae bearing brain tumours with 40 Gy irradiation resulted in widespread apoptosis in the brain lobes (Fig. 1d, e) . Strikingly, expressing a dominant negative form of the Drosophila p53, p53 R159N (ref. 30), essentially abrogated this radiation-induced cell death response (Fig. 1d, e ), while moderately increasing the level of mitosis (Extended Data Fig. 1h) .
Examination of the transposon insertion patterns in each compartment by animal (Fig. 2a) confirms the paucity of overlap in clonal genetic events between matched diagnostic and recurrent tumours. Although some insertions that assume clonal dominance at recurrence probably arise due to selection, others are true de novo insertions not found in the primary tumour ( Fig. 2b and Extended Data Fig. 2b ). Many other clonal insertions in the recurrence are indeed found in very restricted subclones of their matching primary tumour (Extended Data Fig. 2c-e) . We used pathway analysis to compare the driver events present in the diagnostic samples versus the local recurrent samples. Initiating driver insertions were enriched in the Shh signalling pathway at diagnosis, but not at recurrence. Conversely, the locally recurrent samples had over-representation of insertions in the TP53 pathway, as well as in genes important in the DNA damage response that were not seen at diagnosis (Supplementary Table 1d ). We conclude that in our mouse model of recurrent Shh medulloblastoma, the recurrent tumour has undergone a major change in its Article reSeArcH biology through a process of clonal selection, and that most targets identified in the diagnostic sample are unlikely to be present in the dominant clone at the time of recurrence.
Genetic divergence in recurrent human medulloblastoma
To validate our mouse model of recurrent medulloblastoma, we collected therapy-naive primary human medulloblastoma samples and patient-matched recurrent tumours (after radiation and chemotherapy, or radiation alone). Therapy-naive and recurrent medulloblastoma tumour pairs with (n = 15) and without (n = 18) matched germline DNA were profiled by whole-genome sequencing (WGS). An additional 10 recurrent tumours with matching germline also underwent WGS (no pre-therapy biopsy available). Three additional therapy-naive tumours with matching recurrences were also profiled from formalin fixed paraformaldehyde embedded (FFPE) material using whole-exome sequencing (WES), for a total of 46 patient samples (Supplementary Table 2a , b, g, h).
We performed integrative analysis of somatic SNVs, copy number aberrations (CNAs), loss of heterozygosity (LOH), short indels, and large-scale structural rearrangements from our WGS data. Our results demonstrate striking genetic divergence between therapynaive medulloblastoma and patient-matched recurrent medulloblastoma across all subgroups (Fig. 3a-c and Supplementary Information). Strikingly, in 13/15 patients the somatic mutational burden increased by an average of fivefold at recurrence (P value = 2.7 × 10 Table 2j ), an observation consistent with therapy-induced selection eliminating low-frequency lineages in the primary tumour. Specifically, the majority (60.5%) of damaging clonal mutations present in primary tumours consistently decrease in abundance post-therapy and either become subclonal (25.9%), or disappear completely (34.6%). Only 25% of patients retain the full set of clonal SNVs post-therapy, with most patients having no retention (41.6%) or partial retention (33.3%) of clonality. Strikingly, damaging clonal mutations post-relapse outnumber the clonal events retained from the primary tumour by fivefold, indicating the importance of profiling this compartment.
In cases without germline controls, we enriched for somatic variants by considering events restricted to either the therapy-naive or the recurrent tumour, and found the same trend of increased mutational burden at recurrence (Fig. 3a) . Comparison of mutational spectra between the therapy-naive and recurrent compartments reveals four main SNV signatures whose relative proportions change significantly at relapse (Extended Data Fig. 4a, b) . Consistent with observations in AML 14 , recurrences had a significantly increased proportion of transversions, possibly due to DNA damage induced by therapy (Extended Data Fig. 4c-e) .
Structural aberrations are also observed at a higher frequency at recurrence ( Fig. 3c ; Supplementary Table 2e, f and Supplementary Information), with a subset of aberrations identified at diagnosis no longer observed at recurrence. For instance, the diagnostic sample of MB-REC-14 harbours a TERT amplification absent at recurrence (Extended Data Fig. 5a ). Discordance across time makes TERT 32 a less desirable therapeutic target in this patient at recurrence. Conversely, MB-REC-09 demonstrates chromothripsis involving the MYC locus only at recurrence 33 (P value = 3.97 × 10 −7
, Extended Data Fig. 5b ). Two-thirds of patients have deleterious events in at least one gene for which an anti-neoplastic drug interaction has been defined 34 (n = 9 of 15; Extended Data Fig. 5c and Supplementary Table 2i ). The current assumption that all putative drug targets present at diagnosis are retained post-therapy is only valid in 4 of these patients (44.4%), though in one of these cases, we see different mutations in SMO before and after therapy, indicating convergent evolution. Of the other five Article reSeArcH patients, two have a complete switch in actionable targets from the naive to the post-therapy samples, and three patients gain actionable targets post-therapy (Extended Data Fig. 5c ). Cumulatively, our data demonstrate that putative drug targets discovered in therapy-naive tumours are not, as previously assumed, representative of the targets present at recurrence. A number of targetable events are present in the recurrent tumour as subclonal mutations, indicating that a combination therapy approach may be necessary to minimize evolution of resistance 35 .
Clonal selection drives recurrence
Patient MB-REC-12 harbours a clinically compelling example of a homozygous PTCH1 driver mutation that is clonally dominant in the primary tumour and completely eradicated by therapy (Supplementary Table 2k ). The nature of the PTCH1 −/− driver (heterozygous mutation followed by chr9q LOH) reveals that the recurrent tumour is derived from an ancestral lineage with wild-type chr9q heterozygosity (Fig. 4a, b) . Thus, cells derived from the ancestral clone remained present at low frequency in the primary tumour, and a sub-lineage of these cells driven by CDKN2A and CDKN2B −/− loss successfully reconstituted the tumour post-therapy. The shift in driver from PTCH1 does not change the subgroup affiliation of the tumour, as this and other Shh patients retain a Shh-like transcriptional signature (Supplementary Table 2l ). This complete switch in 'trunk' driver mutations post-therapy highlights the evolutionary plasticity of medulloblastoma, and imparts a cautionary note to the therapeutic strategy of targeting trunk mutations.
We used EXPANDS 36 to computationally model the clonal diversity of the primary and recurrent tumours and globally assess clonal dynamics as a function of therapy. Leveraging genome-wide mutation and copy number data, EXPANDS infers a branched evolution pattern in 14 primary and recurrent tumour samples with matched patient germline ( Table 3b) .
To more precisely delineate the extent of clonal selection in recurrent human medulloblastoma, we performed ultra-deep sequencing of 192 patient-specific SNVs (n = 20 patients; Supplementary Table 3c ) and compared their cellular prevalence pre-and post-therapy using PyClone
38
. PyClone identifies clusters of somatic SNVs that co-occur in the same lineage, and determines their cellular prevalence (the proportion of tumour cells harbouring the SNV). We observed three types of patterns consistent with the findings from EXPANDS: (1) subclonal lineages in the primary tumour expanding to become clonal at relapse, (2) clonal lineages in the primary tumour that become subclonal at relapse, and (3) lineages in the primary tumour that retain the same cellular prevalence upon tumour relapse ( Fig. 4d and Extended Data Fig. 6c ). In each and every tumour we observe a significant incidence of novel mutations restricted to the dominant clone at the time of recurrence (Extended Data Fig. 7a ). On the basis of the results from our mouse model, we hypothesized that some of these events might exist as rare subclones at diagnosis. To determine the sensitivity to detect rare (< 5%) sub-clonal events, we focused on clonal SNVs in the recurrences that had at least one read of support in the primary sample and confirmed the presence of subclonal events in the primary tumour present at frequencies as low as 2/10,000 (Extended Data Fig. 7b-d and Extended Data Fig. 8 ). Overall, we find evidence for significant expansion of clones initially present at < 5% in the therapynaive tumour in 16/20 patients, indicating that clonal selection is commonly observed after therapy for medulloblastoma (Extended Data Fig. 7a ).
Convergent biological pathways at relapse
We observe recurrently mutated genes and pathways restricted to the recurrent compartment (Extended Data Fig. 9 and Supplementary  Table 2q ). Similar to data from our mouse model, genetic events in TP53 pathway genes (n = 12/23, 52.2%; KEGG04115) or the actual TP53 gene (n = 6/23, 26.1%) are frequent in the human recurrences, predominantly in Shh medulloblastoma (Fig. 5) . The deleterious effects of TP53 on recurrence of Shh medulloblastoma are known, and we conclude that in both humans and mice, TP53 pathway alterations constitute a common feature observed at recurrence of Shh medulloblastoma 28, 39 . Additionally, recurrent damaging mutations in DYNC1H1 are restricted to the post-therapy compartment in 16% of human Shh tumours (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 2q) , and mutations in this gene are mutually exclusive with mutations in TP53. Therapy-naive Shh medulloblastoma with deletion of one copy of the DYNC1H1 locus (chr14q) have a poor prognosis, but chr14q loss has no prognostic impact for non-Shh medulloblastoma ( Fig. 5b, c ; Extended Data Table 4a-d) . Notably, recurrence rates were higher in patients with chr14q loss (50%, 7/14) as compared to balanced chr14q (30%, 7/23). Furthermore, cases with chr14q loss were mutually exclusive with DYNC1H1 mutations, and show decreased DYNC1H1 expression (Fig. 5 and Extended Data Fig. 10a, c) . Cumulatively, 6/15 (40%) Shh medulloblastoma recurrences functionally lose one DYNC1H1 allele. Taken together, we observed TP53 gene and pathway mutations, DYNC1H1 mutations, or chr14q losses in 79% of recurrent Shh medulloblastoma.
These genomically defined pathway signatures were recapitulated at the transcriptional level (Supplementary Table 2l 
CDKN2A/B -/-PTCH1 -/-
Article reSeArcH significant enrichment in P53 signalling and apoptosis-related gene sets, indicating that apoptotic escape may play a significant role in Shh recurrences; this is consistent with our therapy-resistant Shh mouse model, where we observed enrichment in TP53 pathway gene sets in the local recurrences (Supplementary Table 1d ).
Discussion
Genomic approaches, xenografts, and mouse models of medulloblastoma used experimentally to identify targets for rational therapy are based on untreated medulloblastoma. Paradoxically, novel agents are tested in children with highly treated medulloblastoma based on the assumption that biology at recurrence is largely similar to biology at presentation. Targeted therapy by definition is based on the identification of targets present exclusively in the diseased cell. Our data demonstrate that the model of tumour biology as static is not valid for medulloblastoma, which instead demonstrates striking evolution over time. Clinical trials of targeted therapy based on targets no longer present in the dominant clone at the time of recurrence would seem doomed to failure.
Although genetic events present in the dominant clone at diagnosis are unlikely to be present in the dominant clone at recurrence, we have previously shown that molecular subgroup affiliation is extremely stable at the time of recurrence, suggesting that therapeutic strategies based on susceptibility across a subgroup might be efficacious both upfront and at recurrence 11, 40 . Our results comparing tumour genetics post-therapy for both human and murine medulloblastoma demonstrate that the dominant clone at recurrence arises at least in part through clonal selection of a minor clone that was already present at the time of diagnosis. Although our ability to identify recurrent driver SNVs and CNAs at the time of recurrence is hampered by sample size, there is a clear convergence in both human and mouse Shh medulloblastoma on events that drive genomic instability and aneuploidy. The recurrent convergence on a single pathway (genomic stability) after radiation treatment of Shh medulloblastoma suggests that it might be possible to develop anticipatory therapy 41 , in which genes/pathways responsible for therapeutic resistance are targeted at the time of initial therapy in order to prevent the emergence of resistance clones, or to modulate pathways such that resistant clones are outcompeted by therapy-sensitive ones 42 . Our 'humanized mouse model' of recurrent medulloblastoma demonstrates the remarkable power of appropriate 'humanized' model systems to predict pathways of therapy resistance. We would suggest that for all future clinical trials of targeted therapy of recurrent medulloblastoma, it should be mandatory to include re-biopsy to demonstrate maintenance of the target in the dominant recurrent clone. For cases in which the target is absent at recurrence, consideration should be given to using the novel agent in a neo-adjuvant manner.
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MethOdS
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. Survival surgery for murine tumour removal. Male and female Ptc +/− / Math1-SB11/T2Onc or T2Onc2 mice (12 to 20 weeks of age; at the time they developed signs of medulloblastoma) were used. We did not perform a formal sample size estimate for the study but based our experimental plan on our previous experience with Sleeping Beauty mutagenesis screening. When mice showed early clinical signs of brain tumours they were anaesthetized with isoflourane, ophthalmic ointment applied to the eyes and the scalp antiseptically prepared. A 1.5 cm long midline incision was made to expose the skull from the coronal suture to the cranio-cervical junction. Using a high-speed drill and a 2.5 mm trephine bit, a cranial defect is drilled 2 mm posterior to lambda to avoid the transverse sinuses. The skull and the dura are lifted with micro-dissecting forceps, the bulk of the tumour is then removed using a harmon forceps with teeth, while smaller sections of tumour are removed with a microcurette (2 mm). Surgical samples are saved in dry ice, the bleeding from the tumour site is counteracted with direct pressure and Gelfoam. When haemostasis is obtained, the surgical wound is sutured using interrupted stitching with absorbable sutures. Animals received analgesia and dexamethasone post-operatively to contain the brain oedema. Male and female Ptc +/− /Math1-SB11/T2Onc or T2Onc2 control mice were monitored for early clinical signs of brain tumours but not subjected to surgery and CSI irradiation, no formal randomization was used. All the procedures involving animals have been approved by the institutional Animal Care Committee, in no case were tumour-bearing animals allowed a tumour burden compromising normal behaviour, food and water intake or exceeding the approved volume of 1,700 mm 3 . CT guided craniospinal irradiation. Mice that had recovered from tumour resection were anaesthetized with isoflurane and placed in the brain irradiation bed in the image guided small animal irradiator (X-Rad 225CX, Precision Xray, North Branford, CT, USA). Correct animal setup was confirmed using 2D fluoroscopic images with and without the brain collimator (2 × 2 cm) in place, all images were acquired at 40 kVp, 0.5 mA, using the same X-ray tube which is used for radiation treatment. 3D volumetric cone-beam CT images were used for the visualization of bone and soft tissues within the animal and isocentre placement. The imaging capability of the unit were described previously 43 , the imaging dose to the animal was estimated to be less than 1 cGy. The delivered dose per fraction was 2 Gy, administered 3 times a week for the first week to prevent brain oedema, followed by five times a week treatment for the following 3 weeks. Each daily dose was delivered with two parallel opposed-lateral beams to correct for tissue attenuation of the dose, total daily dose of 2 Gy. Dose rate for the brain collimator was measured at 3.2 Gy per min at 225 kVp, 13 mA, on a 0.3 mm Cu filter (HVL: 0.93 mm Cu, added filtration: 0.3 mm Cu). The tube was calibrated at these settings following the TG61 protocol 44 . The spine treatment was introduced on the second week of CSI irradiation, we used a 4.76Gy per 6 fractions schedule, and the mice received 2 spinal fractions per week. Radiation to the spinal cord was delivered to mice placed supine on the irradiator stage the irradiation was done with single or multiple posterior beams. The same imaging strategy with 2D and volumetric 3D imaging was adopted for spinal cord targeting, using a 0.5 × 5 cm collimator or multiple fields of 0.5 × 2 cm; for the spine treatment a dose correction was applied to compensate for the different depth of the cervical spine compared to lumbo/sacral. Treatment dose was administered at 2.8Gy per min at 225 kVp, 13 mA settings on a 0.3 mm Cu filter. The end-point date of the control and CSI treated groups was assessed by independent veterinary technicians blinded to the experimental group. Medulloblastoma-free survival from the time of diagnosis was assessed for control mice and mice that underwent surgery and radiation, no animal was removed from the study and mice euthanized during the study for different reasons than medulloblastoma were censored in the Kaplan-Meier estimate for tumour-free survival. Linker-mediated PCR and Illumina HiSeq sequencing of transposon insertion sites. Genomic DNA was isolated and purified from mouse tissues with a PureLink genomic DNA extraction kit (Invitrogen). Libraries for Illumina HiSeq sequencing were prepared as described previously 25 with minor modifications. 2 μ g of gDNA were digested and ligated to the adapters, after a BamHI digest to eliminate the untransposed copies of the concatamer, an enrichment PCR followed by a barcoding PCR were performed 25 . The barcode PCR was modified to incorporate a paired-end (PE) sequencing adaptor for paired end sequencing, the sequence of the PE adaptor was: C AA GC AG AA GA CG GC AT AC GA GA TC GG TC TC G G CA TT CC TG CT GA AC CG CT CT TC CGATCTTAGGGCTCCGCTTAAGGGAC. Libraries were purified and pooled as previously described and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 (ref. 25) . gCIS prediction. Sequenced libraries were demultiplexed and aligned as described previously 25 . Demultiplexing and trimming of SB transpon sequences was performed using custom scripts, alignment of reads was performed with Novoalign to mouse assembly NCBI37/mm9 (July 2007) A chi-squared test was used to asses statistical enrichment of the integration events within each transcription unit considering the following: the number of TA dinucleotide sites within the gene relative to the number of TA sites in the genome, the number of integration sites within each tumour, and the total number of tumours in each cohort. This gCIS analysis produced a P value for each of the 19,000 mouse RefSeq genes, and a Bonferroni correction was therefore used to adjust for multiple hypothesis testing. gCIS predictions were manually curated to filter out ambiguities, artefacts and local hopping. BioProject ID PRJNA306269. Genetic algorithm for driver gene prediction. The model assumes that tumour cell division and growth are initiated by a founding transposon insertion event, and that additional insertion events can subsequently occur in daughter cells. According to the model, insertion events in the transformed daughter cells are expected to decrease by a factor of 2 n relative to the initial transformed cell, where n is the number of intervening cell divisions. Details of the model are described in Supplementary Note 1.
As with any model it is important to note its limitations. First, there is a limit to the degree to which distinct lineages can be separated. If two lineages are governed by two sufficiently close values of the parameter G, the components will be superimposed. If the value of d is also the same, the identification of the initiating insertions will not be affected; otherwise, the lineage with lower d will incorrectly identify its initiating mutation as a passenger. The extent of this issue is dependent upon the closeness of G and the depth at which a sample has been sequenced. It almost certainly true that other lineages are present in the data, but arose relatively late and/or have relatively low growth rates. Therefore, the model is best described as identifying the most clear and unambiguous lineages.
Second, a lineage which have undergone multiple gene disruptions that affect growth rate at different generations can appear as two separate lineages. For example, if a disruption of gene A causes rampant cell division/growth, and is followed up two generations later by a disruption in gene B that further increases the growth rate, this will appear as two lineages with putative genotypes A-and B-. In reality, the genotypes are A-and A-;B-. Importantly, this does not affect the ultimate identification of both of these genes as initiators.
Relative clonal prevalence was calculated for the genes predicted as driver as: 2 d G and normalized to the total number of predicted drivers for each sample. Driver events predicted to happen in the founder clones (highest G) for each sample, or showing relative cell abundance >10% were selected for pathway enrichment analysis. PCR for Sleeping Beauty tagged fragments. The primers for amplifying Sleeping Beauty transposon insertion sites were designed based on the chromosomal location of each insertion site and its orientation to the transcription of the gene hosting the insertion. The primers at the inverted repeats/ direct repeats (left) (IRL) and inverted repeats/direct repeats (right) (IRR) of the transposon were 5′ -AAATTTGTGGAGTAGTTGAAAAACGA-3′ and 5′ -GGATTAAATGTCAGGAATTGTGAAAA-3′ , respectively. The input represents genomic DNA with Sleeping Beauty transposition, which was illustrated by Sleeping Beauty excision PCR that detected the transposon post-transposition 26 . Three points of input (1× , 5× and 25× ) were used. Histology. Mice showing signs of late stage brain tumours were euthanized and tissue harvested for genomic DNA extraction as well as histological examination. Extent and location of recurrences was evaluated by standard haematoxylin and eosin staining, Trp53 pathway status was evaluated by p21 staining performed at the Paediatric Laboratory Medicine Department, The Hospital for Sick Children, (Toronto, Canada) using the Ventana BenchMark XT model. The conditions were as follows: HIER: 40 min in a Tris based buffer (pH 8.5) Ventana CC1 (http://www. ventana.com/product/203?type= 204), primary antibody p21 (1:50) (BD bioscience 556431, clone SXM30) was incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. The signal was detected using Ventana OptiView DAB IHC Detection Kit. Fly stocks. The following fly stocks were used: UAS-mCD8-GFP to label cell membrane; insc-Gal4 (Gal41407 inserted in an inscuteable promoter) to drive gene expression in the neuroblast lineage; UAS-dpn for overexpression of dpn. Fly culture. Flies were mated and maintained at 25 °C. Fly larvae were retrieved at late third instar stage for whole body irradiation at 40 Gy. The larval brains were dissected 4 h after irradiation, followed by fixation and immunohistochemistry analysis. Immunofluorescence and imaging. Larval brains were dissected, fixed, and stained as previously described 29 . Briefly, third instar larvae brains were dissected in PBS, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution for 20 min at room temperature, and incubated with the primary antibody (rabbit anti-phospho-histone 3, Millipore, 1:200) overnight at 4 °C and secondary antibody for 2 h at room temperature. Fluorescence images were acquired using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope. R e p r e s e nt ative i m a ges o f t h e d o r sal b ra in l ob es w er e s ho wn i n F ig . 1 d, e and Extended Data Fig. 1h .
. Analysed DNA was isolated using using a Qiagen Allprep DNA/RNA/Protein Mini Kit. On average 125 mg of homogenized (TissueLyser, Qiagen) tumour tissue was used for isolation of analytes. The manufacturer's protocol was adapted to allow for DNA and total RNA (including miRNA) isolation. DNA from matching blood samples was extracted using Qiagen Blood and Cell Culture Midi Kit according to the manufacturer's protocol. After quality control of isolated DNA (gel electrophoresis), extracted nucleic acids were submitted for sequencing.
Paired-end (PE) DNA library preparation was carried out using Illumina Inc. v2 protocols. In brief, 1-5μ g of genomic DNA were fragmented to ~ 300 bp (PE) insert-size with a Covaris device, followed by size selection through agarose gel excision. Deep sequencing was carried out with Illumina HiSeq2000 instruments. Whole-exome sequencing at McGill. Patient samples medulloblastoma-REC-36-38 and medulloblastoma-REC-48-55 were prepared and sequenced by the Genome Quebec Innovation Centre and analysed at the McGill University Health Centre as follows. Paired-end libraries were prepared with the Illumina's Nextera Rapid Capture Exome kit. Captured exome DNA fragments were then sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 2500 (rapid-run mode) generating 100-bp paired-end reads. Adaptor sequences were removed and low-quality reads were trimmed using the FASTX toolkit. Quality trimmed reads were aligned to the human genome reference library (hg19) using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) version 0.5.9 (ref. 45 ). Indels were realigned using the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) 46 and duplicate reads were marked using Picard. Genomic SNV analysis. SNVs from WGS data were analysed using all three methods described below, whereas SNVs from exome-seq data were analysed only with MutationSeq. Samtools mpileup. SNVs were analysed with SAMtools mpileup v.0.1.17 either on single or paired libraries. Each chromosome was analysed separately using the -C50-DSBuf parameters. The resulting vcf files were merged and filtered to remove low-quality SNVs by using samtools varFilter (with default parameters) as well as to remove SNVs with a QUAL score of less than 20. Finally, SNVs were annotated with gene annotations from Ensembl v66 using snpEff and the dbSNP v137 db membership assigned using SnpSift 47 .
Strelka.
To analyse compartment specific SNVs and indels, samples were analysed pair-wise with the default settings of Strelka v0.4.7 (ref. 48) . Primary tumour samples and relapse/met were compared against the germline sample. In the absence of a germline sample, the relapse/met samples were compared against the primary tumour sample. SNV classification. Variant allele frequencies (VAF) of somatic damaging SNVs (called by Strelka in 14 patients with matched germline samples) were classified into distinct clusters using the R package mclust, which uses finite mixture estimation via iterative expectation maximization steps (EM) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). Each cluster is manually categorized as either 'homozygous' , 'clonal' , or 'subclonal' , depending on the cluster VAF and the uncertainty separating it from the next cluster. Multiple subclonal populations are numbered sequentially, starting with the most highly prevalent population. MutationSeq. SNVs were analysed pair-wise with SAMtools mpileup v.0.1.17 (ref. 49) . Each chromosome was analysed separately using the -C50-DSBuf parameters. Before merging the resulting vcf files, they were filtered to remove all indels and low quality SNVs by using samtools varFilter (with default parameters) as well as to remove SNVs with a QUAL score of less than 20 (vcf column 6). The SNVs in the resulting vcf files were further filtered and scored using mutationSeq v1.0.2 and annotated with gene annotations from Ensembl v66 using SnpEff and the dbSNP v137 and Cosmic 64 db membership using SnpSift VarScan. Indels were called in the low quality exomes using VarScan version 2.3.6, using the following parameters: P value 95 × 10 −2 -strand-filter 1-min-avg-qual 20. The indels in the resulting vcf files were annotated with gene annotations from Ensembl 66 using SnpEff as described above, and screened against dbSNP137 using SnpSift. Mutation spectra. EMu was used to define mutation spectra for 11 samples with germline (that is, excluding the DKFZ samples), using the expectationmaximization algorithm 50 . To assess significant changes in the distributions of mutation spectra across primary, local and distal recurrences from each medulloblastoma patient, we used the chi-squared test. Changes in (1) the number of compartment-specific mutations and (2) in frequencies of transversion mutations, were tested with the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Changes in the frequency of C > T and T > G transversions between primary and recurrent tumours were tested using factorial ANOVA with rank transformation. CNV analysis (CNA-seq). The techniques outlined in ref. 51 were followed to analyse copy number changes. Sequence quality filtering was used to remove all reads of low mapping quality (Q < 10). Due to the varying amounts of sequence reads from each sample, aligned reference reads were first used to define genomic bins of equal reference coverage to which depths of alignments of sequence from each of the tumour samples were compared. This resulted in a measurement of the relative number of aligned reads from the tumours and reference in bins of variable length along the genome, where bin width is inversely proportional to the number of mapped reference reads. A hidden Markov model (HMM) was used to classify and segment continuous regions of copy number loss, neutrality, or gain using methodology outlined previously 52 . The five states reported by the HMM were: loss (1), neutral (2), gain (3), amplification (4), and high-level amplification Article reSeArcH (5). In cases with germline, copy number gains and losses are called against the germline sample. In cases without germline, CNV calls were made using the primary instead of the germline sample, such that gains and losses reported in the recurrent tumour are relative to the copy number state in the primary. The limitations of this approach are that (1) when both primary and recurrent tumours share an event, the CNV output looks normal, and (2) when a gain (or loss) is called in the recurrent tumour versus the primary tumour, we cannot distinguish between the two scenarios that can give rise to such a result. The first scenario is that there is a gain the recurrence vs the primary, and the second is that there is a loss in the primary only. To resolve this uncertainty for particular chromosomes of interest in a subset of patients without germline, we additionally ran the Control-FREEC algorithm 53 . Control-FREEC was run using the following default parameters, with the following exceptions: breakPointType = 4, telocentromeric = 75,000, minimalCoveragePerPosition = 5. Structural variant detection. Structural variant detection was performed using ABySS (v1.3.2). Genome (WGS) libraries were assembled in single-end mode using k-mer values of k24, and k44. The contigs and reads were then reassembled at k64 in single end mode and then finally at k64 in paired end mode. Large-scale rearrangements and gene fusions were identified using BWA (v0.6.2-r126) alignments. Evidence for the alignments were provided from aligning reads back to the contigs and from aligning reads to genomic coordinates. Events were then filtered on read thresholds. Insertions and deletions were identified by gapped alignment of contigs to the human reference using BWA. Confidence in the event was calculated from the alignment of reads back to the event breakpoint in the contigs. The events were then screened against dbSNP and other variation databases to identify putative novel events. SNV verification. To verify SNVs, samples were subjected to targeted deep amplicon sequencing of the tumour and normal DNA. Primers were designed with the Primer3 software 54 with a GC clamp and an optimal Tm of 64 °C to ensure specificity. Primers aligned against the human reference genome were tested with a combination of UCSC's in silico PCR tool and custom in-house scripts to obtain unique hits. The primer pairs were designed such that the variant is located within a maximum of 250 bp of the 5′ or 3′ amplicon end. The primers were tagged with Illumina adapters eliminating the need for adaptor ligation during sample preparation. The Illumina adaptor tags are as follows: 5′ -CGCTCTTCCGATCTCTG on the forward amplicon primer and 5′ -TGCTCTTCCGATCTGAC on the reverse amplicon primers. Genomic DNA templates or library construction intermediates were used as starting material to generate PCR products using Phusion DNA polymerase (Fisher Scientific, catalogue number F-540L). The amplicons ranged in size from 188-625 bp. Amplicons were pooled by template for direct sequencing. Preparation for sequencing involved a second round of amplification (6 cycles with Phusion DNA polymerase) with PE primer 1.0-DS (5′ -AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTA CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCTG-3′ ) and a custom PCR primer (5′ -CA AGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATNNNNNNGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGT GTGCTCTTCCGATCTGAC-3′ ) containing an unique six-nucleotide 'index' shown here as the letter N. PCR products of the desired size range were purified using 8% PAGE gels. DNA quality was assessed using the Agilent DNA 1000 series II assay (Agilent, Santa Clara CA, USA) and DNA quantity was measured using by Quant-iT dsDNA HS assay on a Qubit fluorometer (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA). The indexed libraries were pooled together and sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform with paired-end 250 bp reads using v2 reagents. An in-house generated PhiX sequencing control library was spiked in to the samples at molar ratio of 1:100. Reads were aligned using BWA-SW, and SNVs called with Samtools mpileup with the following parameters: -d 1000000 -B -C50 -DES. Indels were called using VarScan and the following parameters: mpileup2indel-min-var.-freq 0-p-value 1-strand-filter 0. Detection of rare subclones in the primary tumours using DeepSeq data. SNVs with allelic frequencies greater than 15% in recurrent tumours were considered clonal. To find evidence for rare subclones (< 5%) of these SNVs in the primary samples, we generated base quality (baseQ) distributions supporting the reference and all alternate alleles in the primary (and the recurrent) compartments. Due to our amplification and sequencing strategy, all reads start at the same position, and the target SNV is always at a specific position in the read (that is, a given mutation covered by 2,000 reads will be at base position 40 in all reads). Thus, unlike shotgun protocols where read starts are random, the SNVs are never affected by sequencing errors at the end of the read (where errors tend to happen more often), and cumulative sequencing error rates for whole reads are not applicable in estimating local error rates at a specific base. Instead, detection of a real mutation is only confounded by the subset of sequencing errors at the same position in the read that causes a base change to match the mutation; sequencing errors matching the other two possible bases (that is, non-reference and non-mutation) are a non-ambiguous measure of the error rate at a particular position. Thus, to distinguish sequencing errors from real subclonal mutations, for each allele (that is, the reference allele and all three alternate alleles), we generated base quality (baseQ) distributions from all reads covering the position of the mutation; the reference base was further used as the benchmark distribution of a base without appreciable sequencing errors (Extended Data Fig. 8 ). The non-reference alleles that had the highest (1) mean baseQ value, (2) max baseQ value, and (3) highest number of reads with baseQ values > 30, were considered real events. When all three criteria were not matched, the subclonal presence of the mutation could not be confirmed. At positions where these criteria were matched, the baseQ distributions of the alternate allele closely matched the baseQ distribution of the positive control reference base, could be easily distinguished from sequencing errors, and nearly always matched the expected mutation at that position, confirming the subclonal presence of the mutation in the diagnostic sample. PyClone statistical inference of tumour cell populations using deep sequencing SNV information. The allelic ratios are modelled using a binomial distribution and incorporated into the HMM Titan calculations, where the output is a list of copy number and LOH events. The Titan run for a tumour sample that has the lowest SDbw score is the optimal result and the corresponding number of clonal clusters is the optimal one-this copy number information was then chosen for use in further analysis. Minor and major copy number counts calculated from the optimal TitanCNA zygosity states were attached to the allele frequency information for each SNV and was used as input for Pyclone 0.12.3. PyClone was used to infer subclonal populations for all samples in each case. It introduces a framework that can analyse all samples from a single case in the same run improving accuracy of the inference. Pyclone outputs cellular frequencies and clonal cluster membership for each genomic position, accounting for confounding factors such as mutational genotype in the context of copy number changes. All Pyclone analyses were done using a multi-sample model and a beta-binomial distribution, with pre-calculated parental copy number inferred by TitanCNA. Genome-wide phylogenetic analysis. Copy number and LOH information was called for 14 patients with matched germline samples using Control-FreeC 53 , an algorithm that provides fractional copy number level for segments. Sensitive mutation calling was performed using muTect 55 and clonal and subclonal somatic mutations were shortlisted if there was adequate sequence coverage in both primary and relapse tumour compartments (10 reads minimum). Shortlisted mutations and copy number segments in areas of neutral heterozygosity were used as input to EXPANDS 36 . Phylogenetic relationships between the subpopulations inferred by the EXPANDS algorithm in primary and recurrent tumours were generated using both SNV and copy number segments and the BIONJ algorithm. The inferred cellular prevalence values of each subpopulation was used to generate a Shannon Index value for each compartment 37 . Gene-expression signature. We identified 14q associated genes in Shh medulloblastoma using ANOVA in the Partek Genomics Suite. Gene expression profiles were analysed according to 14q status in samples from a previously published Toronto data set containing only SHH medulloblastoma samples (n = 82) 56 in a subset of cases with available SNP6 data 5, 57 . The top 20 ranking signature genes were applied using k-means clustering using the R2 platform (http://hgserver1. amc.nl/cgi-bin/r2/main.cgi) on a non-overlapping, independent gene expression profiling cohort from Boston 58 sub-selecting only SHH medulloblastomas. Survival differences were analysed using log-rank statistics and Kaplan-Meier estimates. Messenger RNA library construction and sequencing. Two micrograms of total RNA samples were arrayed into a 96-well plate and polyadenylated (Poly(A) + ) messenger RNA (mRNA) was purified using the 96-well MultiMACS mRNA isolation kit on the MultiMACS 96 separator (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) with on-column DNaseI-treatment as per the manufacturer's instructions. The eluted poly(A) + mRNA was ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 10 μ l of DEPC-treated water with 1:20 SuperaseIN (Life Technologies, USA). First-strand cDNA was synthesized from the purified poly(A) + mRNA using the Superscript cDNA Synthesis kit (Life Technologies, USA) and random hexamer primers at a concentration of 5 μ M along with a final concentration of 1 μ g ul −1 actinomycin D, followed by Ampure XP SPRI beads on a Biomek FX robot (Beckman-Coulter, USA). The second strand cDNA was synthesized following the Superscript cDNA Synthesis protocol by replacing the dTTP with dUTP in dNTP mix, allowing the second strand to be digested using UNG (Uracil-N-Glycosylase, Life Technologies, USA) in the post-adaptor ligation reaction and thus achieving strand specificity. The cDNA was quantified in a 96-well format using PicoGreen (Life Technologies, USA) and VICTOR3V Spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, Inc. USA). The quality was checked on a random sampling using the High Sensitivity DNA chip assay (Agilent). The cDNA was fragmented by Covaris E210 (Covaris, USA) sonication for 55 s, using a duty cycle of 20% and intensity of 5. Plate-based libraries were prepared following the BC Cancer Agency's Michael Smith Genome Sciences Centre On average, we observe a 1.9-fold increase in the proportion of clonal and homozygous events across the cohort (Student's t-test; P value = 8.7 × 10 −3 , n = 15).
